Test-retest relative and absolute reliability of knee extensor strength measures and minimal detectable change
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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Few studies have assessed the test-retest reliability of the isokinetic strength at 90°/s and the isometric parameters for knee extensors.
OBJECTIVES: To assess the reliability of isokinetic and isometric parameters of knee extensors, and to determine the smallest real difference between the test-retest measures.
METHODS: Knee extensor strength was measured twice, 4 to 5 days apart, using a Biodex dynamometer in forty subjects (12 men, 28 women). The protocols consisted of 5 concentric contractions at 90°/s and 5 isometric contractions.
RESULTS: For women, test-retest reliability was very high for isometric and isokinetic peak-torque (ICC\textsubscript{c,1} > 0.9), moderate for work (ICC\textsubscript{c,1} = 0.82) and questionable for angle of peak torque (Angle-PT), mean Angle-PT and rate of torque development (RTD\textsubscript{0–100 ms}) (ICC < 0.67). The measurement errors were small for all variables, the SEM\% ranged between 3.1% to 7.4%, and SRD\% from 8.6% to 19.9%, except for RTD\textsubscript{0–100 ms} that was the most variable (SEM\% = 16.4%; SRD = 47.5%). No differences were found in Angle-PT and RTD\textsubscript{0–100 ms} with regard to sex.
CONCLUSIONS: The isokinetic values obtained at 90°/s and isometric peak-torque for knee extensors are highly repeatable with a standardized test protocol and the SRD values can be used to detect real changes. Alternative strategies of analysis should be developed to improve reliability of Angle-PT and RTD\textsubscript{0–100 ms}. Angle-PT and RTD\textsubscript{0–100 ms} do not appear affected by gender
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1. Introduction

In both rehabilitation and sports medicine, accurate and reliable measurements of muscle function are required to assess the impact of therapeutic interventions as well as the effects of physical training. Muscle strength in both health and disease can be assessed isokinetically and isometrically using dynamometers.

To be clinically meaningful, the assessment procedure must be reliable and sensitive enough to determine whether a finding indicates impairment or improvement and to evaluate the outcomes of therapeutic intervention. The values must be defined to provide guidance in deciding whether an observed change upon reassessment is within the limits of assessment error or whether there has been a true change.

For a long time, correlation coefficients, such as the intraclass correlation (ICC), were almost exclusively reported as evidence of measurement variability in the test-retest reliability of isokinetic knee strength studies. However, ICC is a relative index of reliability that...
provides information about a measure’s ability to discriminate among subjects but neither expresses measurement error in a clinically meaningful terms [1], nor does it reveal the retest variability in the units of measurement that the clinician must consider when interpreting the significance of a retest score based on an earlier test score. Examples of absolute indices that capture this notion of within-subject variability are the standard error of measurement (SEM) for a single test and the smallest real difference (SRD) for the interpretation of change [2]. The SRD is an index that reports the minimum change that can be interpreted as a true difference and has been defined by Beckerman [2], as the amount of change required to be 95% confident that an observed change in scores reflects real change in the variable. Both the SEM and SRD are readily interpretable because they are expressed in the units of the measurements used in their calculation.

Keating and Matyas’s reviews [3,4] evidenced that subject-related factors such as age, weight, sex, and athletic condition should be considered in reliability studies of torque measurements obtained with a dynamometer. Research shows that forces decline with increasing age, that heavier subjects tend to produce higher strength values than lighter subjects, and forces generated by males generally exceed those generated by females when participants are grouped by age and athletic background.

Literature has reported that strength variables are usually heteroscedastic [5,6], thus, if the men are stronger than women, the amount of error observed for the men could be larger than that observed in the women and it may therefore be inappropriate to pool data across gender when establishing estimates of test-retest measurement reliability, because the errors could be underestimated for males and overestimated for females [3].

Previous reports have suggested “high” to “very high” reliability for the isokinetic variables for knee extensors at different angular velocities [7–9], but very few studies have evaluated this reliability at 90°/s in healthy young subjects using the Biodex dynamometer. Montgomery [8], reported that the reliability was generally higher at slower angular velocities and higher for knee extension than flexion. Given that reliability varies with angular velocity tested, we chose to assess the test-retest reliability of different parameters at 90°/s. This assessment would be useful in studies where the force-velocity relationship needs to be evaluated. Similarly, the absolute reliability of isometric knee extensor contractions has been poorly documented, as has the reliability of other parameters, such as the angle of peak-torque (Angle-PT) and the rate of torque development (RTD). The RTD is an indirect measure that may be associated with the ability of the neuromuscular system to generate force or torque rapidly and can be evaluated using the isometric mode [10]. The RTD measures the slope of the torque-time curve. This parameter has been associated with the rapid postural adjustments required and utilized to recover stability from a loss of balance and the rapid force increases during a change of direction task in sports [11]. The torque-angle curve displayed during an isokinetic test is influenced by the muscle force and the length of the moment arm change throughout the joint movement [12]. The Angle-PT has been utilized as an external reference of the length-tension relation of the muscles that cross a given joint and is sensitive to shifts in this relationship [13,14]. Furthermore, the changes in this variable are meaningful when we compare muscle groups with and without muscle strain injuries [14] or analyze the effects of different protocols on muscle damage [15].

Therefore, the main aims of this study were to assess in young women the test-retest reliability of several strength parameters of knee extensor muscles under isokinetic (90°/s) and isometric tests and to define the limits for the smallest change that indicate a real change in all of them. A secondary objective was to determine whether there are differences between men and women in the Angle-PT and the RTDp–100 ms.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Forty university students, 12 men and 28 women (mean (sd) age, 20.2 (3.3) years), participated voluntarily in this study. The participants’ characteristics are presented in Table 1. The exclusion criteria were as follows: having a neurologic, cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, or systemic disease; performing sports or physical activity more than twice a week; and performing lower body strength training during the study period. Before testing, we obtained informed consent from all of the subjects. The study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board and was performed in accordance with Helsinki Declaration of 1964, revised in 2008.

2.2. Instrumentation

We used the Biodex System 3 Pro isokinetic dy-
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Women n = 28</th>
<th>Men n = 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 19.5 (2.2)</td>
<td>22.1 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (range) 18.5 (18 to 26)</td>
<td>21.0 (18 to 31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 1.65 (0.05)</td>
<td>1.77 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (range) 1.65 (1.51 to 1.76)</td>
<td>1.79 (1.69 to 1.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass (kg)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 56.5 (8.6)</td>
<td>77.3 (12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (range) 53.7 (41 to 75)</td>
<td>76.1 (60 to 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI* (kg/m²)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 20.7 (2.6)</td>
<td>24.5 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (range) 20.3 (17.30 to 27.9)</td>
<td>24.0 (20.1 to 29.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*BMI: Body mass index.

Before testing, all of the subjects completed the standardized dynamic warm-up, which consisted of cycling for 5 minutes at 90 W and approximately 60 rpm and a specific warm-up before each test, with 3 series of concentric contractions for knee extensors. The first familiarization of three consecutive submaximal and slightly stronger contractions was followed by 30 s of rest; the second of two submaximal, stronger repetitions was followed by 60 s of rest; and the third of two maximal contractions was followed by 90 s of rest. In the specific warm-up for the isometric test, the participants performed 3 submaximal contractions at 60° knee flexion. The test was started after these warm-up contractions.

The isokinetic test consisted of five consecutive maximal voluntary concentric contractions from 90° flexion to full knee extension at a velocity of 90°/s with a 5-s rest between contractions during which the lower limb was passively returned to the starting position.

The isometric test consisted of five consecutive, maximal, voluntary 4-s contractions with a 15-s rest between contractions. The rest between strength tests was 2 minutes.

The testing procedures were administered to all of the subjects by the same investigator, who provided standard verbal encouragement (to push as hard and as fast as possible) in addition to the visual feedback from the Biodex computer screen to facilitate maximal effort contractions [3,18,19].

2.4. Outcome measures

Variable definitions are presented in Table 2. For the isokinetic test, the primary outcome measures were the highest peak torque isokinetic concentric (Peak Torque<sub>CON</sub>) and Work. The secondary outcome measures were angle of highest peak torque (Angle-PT) and mean angle of peak torque (Mean Angle-PT). For the isometric test, the primary outcome measures were
the highest peak torque isometric (Peak-Torque\textsubscript{ISOM}) and the secondary outcome measure was the rate of torque development in 100 ms (RTD\textsubscript{0–100 ms}).

2.5. Statistical analyses

All of the variables, including differences in test scores (test 2 – test 1) were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk’s test. For non-normally distributed variables, we used nonparametric tests. The means and standard deviations, as well as the medians and ranges for each variable, were calculated on days 1 and 2 to describe the characteristics of the test scores of the participants. Paired t-tests or Wilcoxon tests, depending on the data distribution, were used to test for significant differences between the test and retest scores. Independent-samples t-test was used to test the mean differences between test 1 and test 2 by sex. Effect size (Cohen’s d) was calculated to examine the practical significance of the differences between tests when there were significant differences in the t-test. Cohen suggested ES of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 as small, moderate and large effects [20].

Heteroscedasticity was determined by a significant positive correlation between the absolute differences (scores of test 2 minus test 1) and the individual mean of test scores in the two testing sessions [21].

To provide a visual analysis of the differences between test 1 and test 2 measurements, Bland-Altman plots with limits of agreement (LOA) were generated [22]. In these graphs, the difference between test sessions (test 2 minus test 1) is plotted against the mean of the two test sessions for each subject (Fig. 1).

Several statistical methods were used to determine the test-retest relative and absolute reproducibility [23]. The relative index of reliability used was the ICC derived from the analysis of variance for a two-way mixed-effects model with a 95% confidence interval (CI) was used to evaluate the relative reliability of the measures between days. The type of ICC used was ICC\(_{(C,k)}\), specifically, ICC\(_{(C,1)}\) for single measurements (e.g., Peak-Torque, Angle-PT) and ICC\(_{(C,5)}\) for Mean Angle-PT because it was based on the mean of 5 repetitions (the subscript indicates the following: C, consistency; and k, the number of repetitions included in the mean) [24]. As a general rule, we considered an ICC over 0.90 as high, between 0.80 and 0.0.89 as moderate and below 0.80 as questionable [25].

The absolute test-retest reliability was evaluated using the following measures; the change in the mean between the test sessions (\(\overline{t}\)), together with the 95% CI for \(\overline{t}\) and the SEM, that is, 1 standard deviation of the distribution of error associated with a single test score [4]. It was calculated as the square root of the mean square error term from the ANOVA [1,26]. The SEM was used to calculate the SRD. We define the SRD as the 95% CI of error associated with repeated measurements and was determined by the formula: SRD = 2.05 \times \sqrt{2} \times SEM; where, \(\sqrt{2} \times SEM\) is the error associated with the repeated measurements (because there is error associated with both the first and second measurement) and 2.05 value is the \(t\) statistic associated with a 95% CI and 27 degrees of freedom (\(t_{0.025,27}\)). Only differences between two measurements that exceed the SRD represent a real (non-error) change in scores for a subject. According to Hopkins [6], when there are two levels of trials, the SEM can alternatively be calculated as the SD of the difference scores (SD\textsubscript{diff}) divided by \(\sqrt{2}\) (SEM = SD\textsubscript{diff}/\(\sqrt{2}\)) and thus the SRD as the 95% CI derived from SD\textsubscript{diff} (SRD = \(t_{a/2,df} \times SD\textsubscript{diff}\)). An “error band” around the mean difference of the two measurements (\(\overline{t} \pm \text{SRD}\)) provides the LOA for 95% CI [27].

The SEM and the SRD are expressed in the actual units of measurement. Both values may be expressed in relative terms, as a percentage relative to the mean for all observations [28] (SEM\% = (SEM/mean) \times 100; SRD\% = (SRD/mean) \times 100, where the mean is the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables (units)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isokinetic test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak-Torque\textsubscript{CON} (N·m)</td>
<td>The highest peak torque recorded from the five isokinetic concentric repetitions at 90°/s for each session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work (J)</td>
<td>The product of peak torque by the angular distance in each repetition. We considered the greatest mechanical work recorded from the five isokinetic repetitions, in each isokinetic test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle-PT (°)</td>
<td>The angle of knee flexion at which the highest peak torque occurred, in each isokinetic test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Angle-PT (°)</td>
<td>The mean of the angles of knee flexion at which the highest peak torque occurred from the five repetitions, in each isokinetic test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isometric test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak-Torque\textsubscript{ISOM} (N·m)</td>
<td>The highest peak torque recorded from the five isometric repetitions, in each session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTD\textsubscript{0–100 ms} (N·m/s)</td>
<td>The greatest torque increase in 100 ms recorded from the five isometric repetitions, in each isometric test.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Variable definitions
mean of all of the data from both test occasions). Both SEM% and SRD% are independent of the units of measurements.

We conducted the statistical analyses using SPSS for Windows, v. 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). For Bland-Altman plots, we used Analyse-it for Microsoft Excel, v. 3.0 (Analyse-it Software, Ltd., Leeds, UK). An alpha level of 0.05 was set for determining the significance of all of the test results.

3. Results

The mean values and SDs from tests 1 and 2 for the isokinetic and isometric strength variables are presented in Table 3. For women, there were significant differences for Peak-Torque\(_{\text{CON}}\) between test 1 and test 2 (\(t = -2.23, p = 0.03\)) with systematically higher scores for the second test. However, ES of this difference was small (Cohen’s \(d = 0.14\)).

There were significant differences between men and women in all the variables analyzed (\(p < 0.0001\)) except for the Angle-PT, Mean Angle-PT and RTD\(_{0-100\,\text{ms}}\) (\(p > 0.05\)).

There were no positive relationships between the absolute magnitude of the variable and the associated error in any of the variables tested, therefore all distributions were homoscedastic. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients for these relationships are shown in Table 3.

Table 4 reports the relative and absolute reliability data for all of the variables for women. All peak torque and work measures had an ICC\(_{(C,1)}\) greater than 0.8 (from 0.82 for Work to 0.95 for Peak-Torque\(_{\text{CON}}\)). However, ICC\(_{(C,5)}\) for Mean Angle-PT and ICC\(_{(C,1)}\) for Angle-PT and RTD\(_{0-100\,\text{ms}}\) were lower than 0.67. The reliability for Mean Angle-PT appeared greater than the reliability of the Angle-PT (ICC, 0.67 and 0.50, respectively).

The SEM for all variables, except for RTD, were low, with SEM% less than 7.5%. The isometric RTD\(_{0-100\,\text{ms}}\) demonstrated the highest levels of variability (SEM = 185.8 N·m/s, SEM% = 16.4%). The Peak-Torque\(_{\text{CON}}\) showed lower error in absolute and percentage value than the Peak-Torque\(_{\text{ISOM}}\) (SEM, 3.9 N·m, SEM% 3.1% and SEM, 7.3 N·m, SEM% 4.8%, respectively).

The minimum change that can be considered real change was 11.3 N·m for Peak-Torque\(_{\text{CON}}\), 21.3 N·m for Peak-Torque\(_{\text{ISOM}}\) and around 9º for Angle-PT and Mean-Angle PT. The ‘random error bands’ that represent the smallest detectable change for a single subject (95% CI for SRD = LOA) are shown in Bland-Altman plots (Fig. 1).
Table 3
Means and standard deviations for isometric and isokinetic tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>p (t test)</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>p (r)</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>p (r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isokinetic results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak-Torque\textsubscript{CON} (N·m)</td>
<td>123.7 (16.5)</td>
<td>126.1 (17.1)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.98)</td>
<td>205.3 (26.9)†</td>
<td>209.7 (31.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORK (J)</td>
<td>114.0 (18.9)</td>
<td>116.3 (18.4)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.98)</td>
<td>180.7 (25.4)</td>
<td>184.0 (24.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle-PT (°)</td>
<td>67.7 (5.1)</td>
<td>67.9 (4.3)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-0.37 (0.06)</td>
<td>68.0 (4.2)</td>
<td>69.8 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean angle-PT (°)</td>
<td>67.5 (4.8)</td>
<td>67.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>-0.24 (0.22)</td>
<td>67.8 (4.7)</td>
<td>69.7 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isometric results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak-Torque\textsubscript{ISOM} (N·m)</td>
<td>152.9 (25.5)</td>
<td>152.0 (23.8)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.004 (0.98)</td>
<td>222.9 (25.7)</td>
<td>224.0 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTD\textsubscript{0−100 ms} (N·m/s)</td>
<td>1131.1 (338.2)†</td>
<td>1136.1 (288.0)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>262.7</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.81)</td>
<td>1328.5 (282.1)</td>
<td>1221.4 (304.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CON, isokinetic concentric; PT, peak torque; ISOM, isometric; RTD\textsubscript{0−100 ms}, rate of torque development from 0 to 100 ms; data Test 1 and data Test 2 are mean (standard deviations) of raw values; d, mean of the difference (test 2 – test 1) and standard deviations of the mean of the differences in brackets; r, Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the absolute difference and the individual mean; p, significant level. If r > 0 and p < 0.05, data are heteroscedastic. In this sample data were homoscedastic; †Not normally distributed (p < 0.05), using Shapiro-Wilk test.

Table 4
Relative and absolute reliability scores for isokinetic and isometric tests in women (n = 28)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Relative reliability</th>
<th>Absolute reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICC (95% CI)</td>
<td>SEM units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak-Torque\textsubscript{CON} (N·m)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.89 to 0.97)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.19 to 4.4)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work (J)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.65 to 0.91)</td>
<td>2.3 (−2.1 to 6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak-Torque\textsubscript{ISOM} (N·m)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.82 to 0.96)</td>
<td>-0.9 (−4.9 to 3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle-PT (°)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.25 to 0.77)</td>
<td>0.3 (−1.5 to 1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean angle-PT (°)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.28 to 0.85)</td>
<td>0.4 (−1.3 to 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTD\textsubscript{0−100 ms} (N·m/s)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.37 to 0.82)</td>
<td>5.0 (−9.6 to 10.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; *ICC\textsubscript{1,1} for all peak torque, Work, Angle-PT and RTD; ICC\textsubscript{5,5} for Mean Angle-PT (average of five repetitions). CI, confidence interval; d, systematic bias, mean of the difference between the two tests (test 2 minus test 1); SEM, standard error of measurement; SEM%, coefficient of variation of standard error of measurement; SRD, smallest real difference; SRD%, coefficient of variation of smallest real difference; LOA, Limits of agreement; *significant difference between the 2 sessions (95% CI does not include zero).
4. Discussion

Our findings demonstrate that the dynamometer Biodex System 3-Pro and the protocol used for the measurement of knee extensors strength showed good relative and absolute reliability in the main variables studied (Peak-Torque_{CON}, Work, and Peak-Torque_{ISOM}) in healthy young women. The ICC\(_{(C,1)}\) values were greater than 0.8, and the SEM\% were less than 7.5\% (Table 4). We also found poor relative reliability values for the Angle-PT (ICC\(_{(C,1)}\) = 0.56) and mean Angle PT (ICC\(_{(C,5)}\) = 0.67). However, the absolute reliability values of these variables were acceptable, with an SEM of approximately 3°. The parameter that showed the greatest variability was the RTD\(_{0-100\text{ ms}}\).

As men are on average 40% stronger than women, and in strength variables, such as peak torque, the magnitude of error usually increases when the variable value does so, data analysis was separately conducted by gender. The pooled group analysis would have given underestimated reliability values in men and overestimated in women, compared to those obtained in a separate analysis. As an example with our data for the Peak-Torque_{CON}, SEM in the women’s group was 3.9 N·m, 9 N·m in the men’s group and 5.8 N·m in the pooled group. Thus, the reliability analysis was performed only on the women group because the sample size of men (\(n = 12\)) was considered insufficient for to obtain acceptable conclusions by statistical insensitivity [3].

4.1. Relative reliability

Relative reliability was quantified using ICC. The ICC represents the degree to which the individuals preserve their position in the group relative to others in a sample with repeated measures [5,6]. It is based on the ratio between the true score variance (between subjects variability) and the total variance (between subjects variability plus error variance) [26]. The magnitude of the ICC is dependent on the variability in the data as well as the true score variance. Thus, a larger variation between the individuals’ scores will result in a higher ICC, even if the variation within individuals is the same [29].

The ICC model used in the current study (ICC\(_{(C,K)}\)) is the same as the model ICC\(_{(3,K)}\) used by Shrout and Fleiss [29]. These models only consider random error [26]. A value of 1 represents perfect agreement, whereas a value of 0 represents no agreement. In the current study, the ICC\(_{(C,1)}\) values ranging from 0.82 for Work to 0.91 and 0.95 for Peak-Torque_{ISOM} and Peak-Torque_{CON}, respectively (Table 4), demonstrated good relative reliability, which indicated that these measures generally exhibited consistency for repeated measurements. The comparisons between the ICCs found in this study and the ICCs obtained in other studies may be confounded by differences in the raw sample scores. The need for caution in when comparing ICC values has been widely documented [5,6,26]. Harding [7] demonstrated high reliability for Peak-Torque_{CON} (ICC, 0.98) in a population and protocol similar to ours (young women, mean age 21.6 (1.6) years; weight 55.6 (6.6) Kg; mean of Peak-Torque_{CON} 135.18 (24.86) N·m), but their sample size was smaller than ours (\(n = 14\)). ICC for Peak-torque ISOM in the literature ranged from 0.86 to 0.97 and were comparable to those obtained in this study [19,30].

The ICC\(_{(C,K)}\) values for the Angle-PT, the Mean Angle-PT and the RTD\(_{0-100\text{ ms}}\) were below 0.67, and the lower CI limits were as low as 0.25, 0.28 and 0.37, respectively. Measuring these parameters from single or the mean of several repetitions has been reported to give low relative reliability [7,13,31,32]. Therefore, alternative approaches have been proposed in the literature, for example, polynomial fitting [14] from torque-angle curves or averaging the torque values at given angles [13]. The main reason why the ICC\(_{(C,K)}\) is lower for Angle-PT and Mean Angle-PT is that the range of the data is much narrower than in the other variables (see Fig. 1 for the range). It is known that the ICC can provide misleading results if the sample is homogeneous, giving low values for ICC even if the differences between subjects’ scores across test conditions are small [26,29]. Rogosa et al. [33] explained that “the difference score can be an accurate and useful measure of individual change even in situations where the reliability is low” (p. 341). Accordingly, even with low ICCs, if the SRD is acceptable and if typical changes in scores exceed the SRD, the test scores may still have useful clinical applicability. Whether the observed errors are acceptable depends on the intended application of the measurements, in particular whether subjects might be expected to demonstrate changes in scores across time that typically exceed the observed SRDs.

4.2. Absolute indices of reliability

Absolute indicators of reliability describe the degree to which an individual’s observed score will vary with repeated measurements [6]. They are expressed in units
of measurement, so they are easy to understand. Any observed test score from a subject is composed of two elements: the true score and a margin of error. Any observed score contains errors. The smaller the error, the more reliable the measure. To find the magnitude of the true score, we need to determine the magnitude of the error.

If there has been no intervention between the test and the retest, the change between test 1 and test 2 scores should be considered the result of measurement error and is attributed to random and systematic error [6,19]. In the current study, when analyzing changes in the mean, in the absolute error [6,19]. In the current study, when analyzing changes in the mean (absolute error), the positive values of the mean scores (homoscedasticity), an absolute error of measurement (random error) is attributed to random and systematic error. If the errors are not correlated to individual subjects, the change in the measure can be considered real and not just due to the noise in the measurement (random error). The SRD provides the theoretical lower boundary of detectable change. The SRD around the mean difference provides the limits of agreement (LOA). The LOA include the systematic and random error and they represent the 95% probability range for the difference between a subject’s measurements from these two test occasions [22]. After an intervention, if the difference in a score is outside this reference range, it could be considered to represent a real change.

Based on the SRD in this study (Table 4), we are 95% confident that a change higher than 11.3 N·m for Peak-Torque_{CON} of the knee extensors is necessary to indicate that there has been a real change in performance. The changes in this variable reported in the literature after resistance training programs are typically well above this value [34–36]; For Peak-Torque_{ISOM} and for work a real improved performance would require an increase of at least 21.3 N·m or 23 J at 95% CI, respectively. As for Peak-Torque_{ISOM}, these values are well below the changes expected after an intervention; thus, the results of SRD provided in the present study indicate clinical applications for the measurements obtained under our test procedures.

For both Angle-PT and Mean Angle-PT the SEM was approximately 3° within an actual range of approximately 20° (from 57° to 78°). These values show fairly homogeneous (low variability) and good absolute indexes of reliability in these two variables, in contrast to the lower ICC_{(C.A)} values obtained (discussed above). With such a restricted range, even a very small within subject variability in measures of Angle-PT or Mean Angle-PT across sessions can substantially decrease the ICC values obtained. Harding [7] found
Further research is warranted to confirm the reliability relationship in discrete intervals [13], have been proposed. The assessment of the fluctuations in the torque angle relative to polynomials to analyze several repetitions [12], or the manufacturer. Alternative approaches, such as the use of manufacturer. Alternative approaches, such as the use of polynomials to analyze several repetitions [12], or the assessment of the fluctuations in the torque angle relationship in discrete intervals [13], have been proposed. Further research is warranted to confirm the reliability of these approaches.

The greatest variability was found in the isometric RTD$_{0-100\;ms}$; the SEM was 185.8 N·m (SEM% = 16.4%), which is not surprising because it is a parameter that usually shows greater variability than the dynamic and isometric peak torque [38,39]. The SRD scores obtained in our study suggest that intervention studies performed with these protocols, in populations similar to ours, would need to find large differences (> 538 N·m/s, 47.5% related to the mean; SRD and %SRD, respectively) to be 95% confident that a real change has occurred. Although in published results for RTD measures large differences in the isometric knee extension test after strength training were reported, with a 42.6% mean improvement [40], the wide range of error obtained in this study for RTD leads us to question its usefulness in clinical practice. In measurements with such large variability, the 95% confidence limits for the SEM might be too stringent for a decision limit. We could calculate narrower confidence intervals (e.g., the %SRD might be 39.4% or 30.1% for a 90% or 80% CI, respectively).

The assessment of these SRD values is important to clinicians, so that they can decide with 95% confidence whether the intervention has produced a real change in a patient’s score and to enable evidence-based clinical decisions for adapting interventions to improve the quality of a rehabilitation or training program.

4.3. Study limitations

These results can only be applied to untrained healthy young subjects or to the uninjured leg of a clinical patient. For example, the variability is likely to be greater for older subjects [41] or those with musculoskeletal [3] or neurological [42] injuries compared with the subjects of this study.

Comparing the results of our study with the published data will only be appropriate when similar procedures are used [3]. Therefore, the comparisons made were limited, given the difficulty of finding comparable studies to ours in terms of the study population, measurement protocols, type of dynamometer used, contraction velocity used, and measurement reliability calculations applied.

5. Conclusions

The current study shows a standardized and reproducible description of a protocol that can be implemented for the isokinetic assessment of knee extensor strength at 90°/s. The Peak-Torque$_{\text{CON}}$ and Peak-Torque$_{\text{DOM}}$ for knee extensors have high test-retest reliability and the SRD values provided have fair clinical applicability. On the other hand, the RTD$_{0-100}$ reliability is of questionable utility and the SRD values indicate no clinical applicability. Relative and absolute reliability were slightly greater for Mean Angle-PT than for Angle-PT. The SRD values associated with these two variables have clinical application only when large changes are expected. For improved clinical utility of the Angle-PT measure, given its variability when traditional analyzing procedures are applied, it would be necessary to devise and validate strategies to reduce the unpredictable error in these measurements. The Angle-PT, Mean Angle-PT and RTD$_{0-100\;ms}$ variables do not appear to be affected by gender.
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